
LETTER FROM THE SELLER

526 52nd Street, Oakland

Dear potential buyer,

17 years ago, I wanted nothing more than to find a house in Temescal. I was renting on 41st. Somehow, I 
found this one, hidden in plain sight on 52nd Street, a shack really – unfenced with waist-high weeds.

It was April. The roses unfurled their apricot welcome at the stairs, big and fragrant. Every year they 
rebloom and remind. I walked in, past the dark oak shutters on every window, over the awful gray carpet 
and plastic light fixtures, drawn in by the sight of the gorgeous fireplace in the dining room. That was 
when I knew that 526 had secrets. Good ones. Like box beams and leaded glass built-ins. Things that 
smelled good and tinkerer’s bones. I walked into the kitchen, greeted by a 50s enamel stove and an open 
10x10 room with no cabinets. To the left was a sink room, to the right was a mud room, a bathroom, and 
a closet you walked through to the back stairs. Very different from the light-filled space you see today. I 
stood on the landing, starting to love and see my new home. Suddenly, I was greeted by a hummingbird, 
hovering just a foot away in stillness before it flitted away to the lemon tree in the yard. In that moment, 
I was hooked. From the generous basement to the original unpainted millwork, this is where I wanted to 
live. 

Over these years, we have filled 526 with ever more love, details, uncovered its 100-year old character, and 
brought it firmly into this century. It is a house comfortable for one or as host to many. As a designer and 
a cook, the 526 kitchen is one of my proudest projects and one of the house’s most dynamic spaces. It is a 
warm and wonderful place to be. We loved cooking at the Blue Star and washing vegetables (and kittens!) 
in the deep sink. Here, you can snuggle up on a sunny morning on the window seat with a good book, 
or make dinner and cocktails with dear friends, fire sparkling in the fireplace. Dim down the lights, add a 
DJ, throw open the French doors and host the party of the year, watching your guests spill down into the 
deep patina of the aged redwood in the garage.  

The 526 gardens are full of scent, foliage and flower. The lemon tree produces all year round and there 
is always something blooming to fill a vase. Hard to find ingredients like the Kaffir lime and lemon grass 
are here for your Thai-cooking needs. The succulents, citruses and perennials are easy to care for, and the 
boxes in front are ready to be cultivated to your liking. The south-facing front yard will yield pounds of 
tomatoes or some English thyme and chives. 

The well-lit basement has been a workshop, a painting studio, a perfumery, a guest room, and a general 
place to create. It was once a machinist’s shop, the long workbench is from this era. We even hosted a sit-
down 5-course dinner party for 26 down there! We often talked about turning the basement into a master 
suite; it is a space, like the garage, ready to be put to work. 

At the beginning of this year, we finally completed our master bathroom project. It is great to leave you 
with this clean, new space full of marble and elegant custom touches. 

If you are looking for an urban oasis, 526 52nd is close to so much. The house is on a street that can 
get busy, but it has a true quietness once you pass the threshold or enter the yard. Once at the corner, 
Temescal, Rockridge, Piedmont and the Lake are all close at hand. If you commute, the freeway is just up 
the street; MacArthur and Rockridge BART are both a 15 minute walk. Many weekends, we never got in 
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the car. Just out the door, the Temescal Produce market packs an amazing amount of goodness into a 
tiny space, whether you forgot quinoa or organic hummus, you will find it here. You can easily step over 
to dinner at Pizzaiolo, groceries at Market Hall, FROG park, and the year-round bounty of the Temescal 
Farmer’s market. Other neighborhood favorites for dining are Burma Superstar and Bakesale Betty’s; the 
Ramen Shop, Cactus Taqueria, and Kronner Burger are just a bit further afield. Ice cream awaits at Tara’s 
or Curbside. Get a little divey at the Avenue or enjoy Rose’s Taproom or the Temescal Brewery. We love 
the bread, pastries and coffee at Pizzaiolo in the mornings. Our next door neighbors own the fabulous 
Alem Café, stop by for Eritrean phool, a savory breakfast porridge, across from the DMV.

Kids love our parks and libraries. The Tool lending library is a great free resource for Oaklanders just a 
few doors down. We have met many friends in local restaurants and walking our dog over to the school 
on Shafter Street and she always loved visiting Temescal Alley. Local shops like Crimson Horticulture, 
Esqueleto, and Ruby’s Garden have unique offerings and support our local businesses.  

Temescal is a friendly, bustling neighborhood. It’s been written up as the hip spot from Sunset Mag to 
the New York Times, probably mostly because it’s filled with good people that enjoy life and lots to do. 
We have enjoyed sharing our streets with all ages and hearing many languages at our corners. We love 
and believe in the City of Oakland, from the rich African American history to our culinary scene to the 
bustle of the First Fridays, it is an amazing place. 

We hope you choose 526 and continue to build on its warm foundation. It’s a house that has held our 
friends and family and comforted many. Most of all, we hope that today you had that same feeling when 
you walked in that we did, that this was a place you could see yourself for many years. 

All the best in finding your new home,

The 526 crew - Sarah, Shannon, Zyyzx, and LaRue


